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INTRODUCTION

Motivation is crucial factor in determining students’ learning activity and achievement (Cahyono, Haryanto, & Sudarsono, 2016). Learning motivation in the learning activity empowered through interactions and collaborations between students (Waite & Davis, 2006) considering the student’s motivation can appeal from themselves. Criollo-C and Luján-Mora (2019) argue students’ motivation grows due to the interactions. In contrast, the collaborative skills not only empower the learning motivation but also improve the quality of lectures. According to Greenstein (2012), by the collaborative skill empowerment, the students can be trained to plan, conduct, and finish the task together. Students also can consider different points of view, participate via contribution, listen to, and support the other students’ opinion (Greenstein, 2012; Perrault, McClelland, Austin, & Sieppert, 2011). All
those processes will build the interactions and social intelligence (Laske & Visch, 2018), interpersonal skill, and make the learning more productive (Johnson & Johnson, 2014).

The observation conducted during the Basic Skills of Teaching (BST) course in August 2017 described that the students’ learning motivation was low shown by the students’ activities during the lecture that less focused to the presentation and barely ask the question during the discussion step. The student felt sleepy, while some students did other subjects’ homework when attending the BST course. The students remained lacking in collaborative skills. Even though the task given must be done in a group, however, the students prepared the presentation material individually. The lack of collaborative skills made students less understands the topic holistically so that it negatively impacted on the quality of the lecture.

The potential effort that can be done to overcome such a problem is by doing a learning model innovation. Learning model innovation includes innovations of the topic and detailed learning stages (Arends, 2012) so that the systematic and planned learning can be oriented to enhance the students’ learning motivation and collaborative skills. Generally, the students’ learning motivation and collaborative skills can be improved by many kinds of learning models involving the students actively (Corkin, Horn, & Pattison, 2017) and centered to the students (Smit, de Brabander, & Martens, 2014); one of them is cooperative learning.

The learning model that is potential to improve the students’ learning motivation and collaborative skills simultaneously is a cooperative learning model. This case is because cooperative learning emphasizes the cooperative process to reach the goals together by accommodating the different views of students (Tombak & Altun, 2016). One of the cooperative learning models that considered as the most effective model to improve learning motivation and collaborative skills is Jigsaw (Anggis, 2016; Tarhan, Ayyildiz, Ogunc, & Sesen, 2013; Ural, Ercan, & Gencoğlan, 2017; Voyles, Bailey, & Durik, 2015).

Various studies in several countries have reported the positive effects of applying jigsaw on students’ motivation and collaborative skills (Tarhan et al., 2013; Tombak & Altun, 2016; Ural et al., 2017). Jigsaw learning model which conducts outside the class considered can improve the cooperative skill between students in the United States (Halley, Heiserman, Felix, & Eshieman, 2013). In Spain, cooperative learning including Jigsaw learning could increase students’ learning motivation (Fernandez-Rio, Sanz, Fernandez-Cando, & Santos, 2017). Meanwhile, similar research was also undertaken in Indonesia. The previous research results showed that Jigsaw enhanced students’ learning motivation (Haryani, 2012; Lestari, Suniasih, & Meter, 2014; Pertiwi, 2016; Ridwan, 2016; Sulasmi, 2013; Trisianawati, Djudin, & Setiawan, 2016), collaborative skills, and cognitive learning achievement (Anggis, 2016).

Jigsaw learning, on the other hand, has weakness in terms of different responses between students with high and low academic competence (Imam, Imam, & Ikra, 2018). Rather than low academic competence students, a student with high academic competence will be more responsive to handle the problem faced. Thus, combining Jigsaw with Remap is assumed to optimize learning. Remap is a new learning activity developed by Zubaidah (2014). In the Remap model, consists of reading, concept map making, and modelling activity (Zubaidah, 2014). Combining Jigsaw learning model Remap activity aims to prepare all students to have sufficient preconception of the discussion topic. This combining model can also reduce the variety of students’ responses, which lead to an efficient learning process.

The previous studies reported that the combined Jigsaw and Remap has increased reading interest and critical thinking skills (Zubaidah, Duran Corebima, & Mahanal, 2018). However, the study focused on the influence of the combination of learning motivation and collaborative skills was not conducted yet. Subsequently, the combination of Jigsaw and Remap of this research relied on the characteristic of the BST course. The BST course has the objective to enable the pre-service teachers to practice basic teaching skills such as explaining, asking, reinforcing, evaluating, etc. According to Salisu and Ransom (2014) these skills can be accommodated using modelling activities. Besides, modelling activities also supports the students’ learning process and they can construct their knowledge independently (Salisu & Ransom, 2014). Therefore, the combination of Remap-Jigsaw learning model and modelling activities assumed as a relevant alternative to help students achieve their learning objective, as well as improve their motivation and collaborative skills. This study aimed to improve students’ learning motivation and collaborative skills through Remap-Jigsaw learning combined with modelling activities.

**METHOD**

This lesson study-based classroom action research consisted of three stages (plan, do, and see) per cycle. This study was conducted in four cycles. The “plan” stage was conducted by arranging the tools of research such as learning sources, learning media, and learning devices. The “do” stage was carried out by performing the learning process using Remap-Jigsaw learning model combined with modelling activities. The “see” stage was an evaluation of the learning process and focusing on evidence from the observation. This research was
conducted in August – November 2017. The research subjects were 16 fifth semester-undergraduate students of Biology Education program from Universitas Negeri Malang taking the Basic Skill of Teaching course. The student’s motivation was observed “Attention, Relevance, Confidence, and Satisfaction (ARCL)” learning motivation instrument adapted from Keller (2000). The collaborative skills instrument is adapted from Greenstein (2012). The scale of students’ motivation was referred to Tembang, Sutton, and Suharjo (2017) and the collaborative skills were referred to Greenstein (2012) studies. The indicators involved are works productively, demonstrates respect, compromises, and shared responsibility (Greenstein, 2012). Students’ learning motivation and collaborative skills were analysed qualitatively through data triangulation (Miles, Huberman, & Saldaña, 2014) supported by descriptive data analysis.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Learning Motivation

Students’ learning motivation was measured using an observation sheet in each cycle of the meeting. Figure 1 presents the increase in the mean of learning motivation in cycle I, II, III, and IV. Based on Figure 1, the increment of students’ learning motivation score (mean) from cycle I to cycle II was 2.5 %, from cycle II to cycle III was 5.743%, and from cycle III to Cycle IV was 9.89%.

![Figure 1. The diagram of the mean of classical learning motivation](image)

The improvement of students’ learning motivation was also supported by the qualitative data obtained from the students’ self-expression written in their self-report. The following are the qualitative data of the students’ statements related to the learning activity in enhancing the students’ learning motivation.

“.... This learning activity motivates me to have a deeper willingness in understanding the topic of the lesson since the method used was not boring as the previous learning methods where the learning in the class only focused on the presentation ....” [H*]

“.... The lecture method by direct practice made me happy and helped me to understand the discussed topic ....” [YJ*]

“.... I am very pleased and excited about following this lecture because I was not sleepy. The discussion was interesting. The modelling was also fun since it was conducted outside the room .... ”[MR*]

*the student’s initial name

Remap-Jigsaw learning model combined with modelling activities improved the students' learning motivation. The motivation enhancement occurred since this learning model grew up the individual responsibility of the student provided a meaningful and not boring learning experience. Şengül and Katranci (2014) stated that in Jigsaw learning model facilitate student to interact with each other during the learning. Furthermore, learning environment refers to social interactions during learning process positively contributes to the students’ learning motivation (Arends, 2012; Pertiwi, 2016; Rachmah, 2017; Tarhan et al., 2013). Remap-Jigsaw model learning combined with modelling activities facilitates the student to interact more broadly and cooperatively. The
interaction was also stimulated by the lecturer’s role in the learning as the advisor as well as a learning friend supporting the achievement of the learning goals. Each student can actively contribute to the learning process and improve their motivation since there are some supported factors, i.e. social interactions between students and lecturer (Khamis, Dukmak, & Elhoweris, 2008), lecturer’s role in learning (Bolkan, 2015; Machingambi, 2013), cooperative (Ning & Hornby, 2014), and collaborative learning method (Waite & Davis, 2006). Uno and Koni (2013) also supported this statement by explaining the factors of external regulation also influenced the students’ learning motivation.

The Remap-Jigsaw combined with modelling activities facilitated the students to be able to simulate the discussed topic. Besides, the discussion activity of Remap Jigsaw combined with modelling activity in the cycle III and IV was also conducted by Focus Group Discussion (FGD) method. This method caused the discussion in the learning more interactive between students and lecturers. Demonstration method, outdoor learning, and interactive discussion enhance the students’ interest in joining the learning so that it positively impacts on the improvement of learning motivation (Bolkan, 2015). This argument is in line with the previous research reporting that learning using demonstration method (Basheer, Hugerat, Kortam, & Hofstein, 2017) and outdoor learning (Cahyono et al., 2016) improved the learners’ learning motivation. If it is viewed from self-determination theory, this case happens due to the factor of internal regulation in the form of students’ interest and comfort during the lecture so that their learning motivation upgraded (Ryan & Deci, 2000).

Collaborative Skills

The score results of the students’ collaborative skills in learning using Remap-Jigsaw combined with modelling activity from cycle I, II, III, and IV can be seen in Figure 2. Figure 2 shows that the mean scores of students’ collaborative skills in the cycle I and II did not show increment, while the mean scores from the cycle II to the cycle III increased 6.25%, and from the cycle III to the cycle IV increased 14.58%. The quantitative data were also supported by the qualitative data from the students’ statements. The students’ statements were written in their self-report.
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*Figure 2. The diagram of the mean of student’s classical collaborative skills*

The mean scores of students’ communication skill from cycle I to the cycle II did not increase since, in the group work, many students did not work collaboratively in the group because they were too passive and not too dominant. This case was also supported by the qualitative data in the form of students’ responses to the learning activity as follow.

“I see that one of the members of our group was less active but we often asked him to be courageous in expressing an opinion and helpful in the work ....” [UH*].

The students’ collaborative skills increased from cycle II to the cycle III which was 6.25 % and increased in the cycle IV which was 14.58 %. The increase in the mean scores of classical collaborative skills was also supported by the student’s response as follow:

“.... All group members took the role in modelling activity. We had tried to do our task optimally ....” [AKN*]

*the student’s initial name*
The respect between students also enhanced. The students felt that they had helped and cared each other. This case was modelled, although one student did not take the role as a model student; that student still assisted in the preparation of simulation. This case was stated by one student as follow:

"... As a student, I feel that my friends’ assistance is very helpful, they solidly helped me to prepare the modelling activity...." [UM*]

"... As a model-student, my friend still asked for my opinion; he did not selfishly prepare the modelling process...." [CMD*]

"... Before modelling activity, we shared the task to each group member to make a lesson design, chapter design, and media. All group members accomplished the assigned task ...." [MR*]

The observed students’ collaborative skills developed. When the students were given the chance to reflect the learning activity, they stated that in finishing the task, they shared the task so that they could accomplish the task well and on time. Two statements of the students are as follow:

1. “... Our preparation for modelling could be said that it was immediate, but due to the participation of all group members and the responsibility of all tasks had been well accomplished and on time ....” [MR*]

2. “... All group members did the task that had been shared previously; the job share was equal for all members ....” [UH*]

*the student’s initial name

For collaborative skills, Remap-Jigsaw learning combined with modelling activities also gave positive effects. In the learning, the students were divided into the original group and expert group to solve a certain problem given by the lecturer. After that, the students were given the chance to design and practice the basic skill of teaching independently through modelling activity in the class. It means that Remap-Jigsaw learning combined with modelling activity provided a unity of the task of theory and practice that should be accomplished by the students together.

Remap-Jigsaw combined with modelling activity stimulated the individual responsibility through reading activity, discussion during the learning process, and modelling activity. Reading activity before learning requested the students to generate a topic resume that will be the material of a group discussion. In the discussion, each student group had the task to discuss a specific topic (expert group) that was then reported to all students including the expert group of the other topic. Subsequently, in modelling activity, every student group got a task to design a simulation of learning activity that would be modelled in front of the class. This argumentation is supported by Voyles et al. (2015) stating that Jigsaw learning model improved each student’s responsibility.

During the discussion, the original group and expert group as the characteristic of Jigsaw, the students discussed the course topic in groups to generate a concept map as a product. In this activity, the students were actively involved to share the information each other so that they had a similar view of the focus of the topic that subsequently should be simulated in the modelling activity. The process of information sharing through multidirection communication and awareness in which they had the same goal is a significant aspect in empowering the collaborative skills. Such an argument is supported by some previous research stating that the important aspect to improve the students’ collaborative skills are the goal formulation done together (Sturner, Bishop, & Lenthart, 2017), comparing information each other (Schellens, Van Keer, & Valcke, 2005), and respecting each other (Rotz & Dueñas, 2016).

In the next stage, in the modelling activity, the students were given plenty of chances to design the simulation of learning activity independently (Salisu & Ransom, 2014). In this process, the students were not limited to work in the class. They were free to design the simulation out of the learning time through face to face meeting or using the facility of information technology. Furthermore, during this activity, the students were asked to divide the individual task and responsibility as a model teacher, observer, and documenter to be succeeded in the modelling activity. The big chance of work and responsibility division to each group member positively contributed to the improvement of the students’ collaborative skills. This case is in line with the statement of Rotz and Dueñas (2016) stating that the more freely use of the facility of technology and the great opportunity to work together enhanced the collaboration between students. Besides, the division of their task (Sturner et al., 2017) stimulating the trusting each other between students (Perrault et al., 2011) also positively influenced the enhancement of collaborative skill.

In another side, this research found some challenges which hinder the students’ collaborative skills optimally. These challenges were shown by the stagnancy of the increase in the cycle I and II as well as the increase of 70.83% in the last cycle. The challenge was that not all students could understand the meaning of collaboration deeply. This case was shown by the fact that there were students that could elaborate the explanation in the
discussion well, dominate in some aspects of the discussion, and tend to choose the friend that could be the workmates in one group. If the elaboration of explanation was weak, the student’s domination was abundant, and there were tendency of the friendship. It was a challenge in developing the students’ collaborative skills (Le, Janssen, & Wubbels, 2018). This fact showed that the lecturer still faced some challenges to direct the students to be able to deliver the argument comprehensively, ensure the equal responsibility more effectively and remind that all students are the colleagues. This case aims to enhance the students’ collaborative skills in the future.

CONCLUSION

Based on the research results and data analysis, it can be concluded that Remap-Jigsaw learning model combined with modelling activity improved the students’ learning motivation and collaborative skills. The students’ learning motivation increased from 66.25% in the cycle I, 68.75% in the cycle II, 74.48% in the cycle III, and 84.37% in the cycle IV while the students’ collaborative skills enhanced from 50% in the cycle I and cycle II, 56.25% in the cycle III, and 70.83% in the cycle IV. Thereby, this study recommended the lecturers to apply Remap-Jigsaw learning model combined with modelling activity in the other courses to improve the students’ learning motivation and collaborative skills including the pre-service student-teachers and general students that do not take the educational courses.
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